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MediaStar™ COOL Headset.
A style that has become very popular, the head-

band is worn behind the head, and loops over each
ear for a comfortable feel. A 47” cord for use with
personal/portable stereos or use with an extension
cord (such as 70-016) when using with a home
sound system. 

Ear pieces cover entire ear but foam pads do
permit some outside sound to enter if volume is not
set too high. 

frequency response: 14 to 22,000 Hz.
Sensitivity: -115dB
impedance: 32 ohms
maximum input: 110 mW 

Magnets: Cobalt Drivers
Cable: 47 “ w/3.5mm miniature phone plug
Hi-fi Electroacoustics system

Catalog No.

71-1856

Model Name

Cool

Driver Magnet

Cobalt

Sensitivity

115 db

Notes

Electroacoustics

No. 71-1850 MediaStar™
the REPLACEMENT
Standard lightweight headphone for
general replacement for the unit that
arrived with your personal stereo; usu-
ally will outperform the original. 

This feather weight still has
a 100 dB sensitivity and provides
excellent sound via the pure cobalt
earpiece speakers; range 18 Hz to 20
KHz. Standard 47” cord and mini
stereo plug, 32 ohm impedance.

71-1853 MediaStar™
GRADUATE
An improvement over just about any
headset that is included with a personal
stereo. Standard fit, over the head
band, 47” cord. The Graduate is light in
weight which, combined with foam ear
pads, allows for long periods of use; on
walks or at your desk. 

Rated at 14 to 20 KHz. fre-
quency range and a sensitivity of 110
dB. Maximum input power, 100 mW.
Impedance 32 ohms

Catalog No.

71-1850
71-1853

Model Name

Replacement
Graduate

Driver Magnet

Cobalt
Cobalt 27 mm

Sensitivity

110 db
110 db

Notes

Adjustable head band
Adjustable head band

MEDIA STAR™ AUDIO & VIDEO

MediaStar Headphones and Earbuds.

For COMPUTER USE.... MULTI media Headsets with microphones.

Two MediaStar headsets are available for use at the computer, the major difference being that one has
a single earpiece and the other is a stereo unit. The Stereo Unit, “the MultiMEDIA”, delivers music quality
sound fidelity while the “BUSINESS” unit is for pretty straight-forward computer use, dictation to your
word processor, Internet telephone calls and so on. 
Foam ear pads allow some outside sound to enter so that you will be able to hear a telephone and other

office sounds. A comfortable fit will permit long hours of use. Both units are supplied with two plugs, one
for the microphone and the other for the earphone(s). If a longer cord is needed, please do use one of
the MediaStar™ stereo cables so that sound quality is not lost in an ordinary cable. 
Standard 42” length cables on both units. Earpiece impedance 32 ohms, microphones are a standard

high impedance for use with computer sound cards 

Catalog No.

71-1891
71-1892

Model Name

Business
MultiMedia

Driver Magnet

Cobalt
Cobalt

Sensitivity

100 db
100 db

Notes

Monaural
Stereo

MediaStar and MediaStar Plus are trademarks of 
LKG Industries Inc. of Rockford Illinois USA


